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Abstract. The local atomic and magnetic structure of a powder crystalline sample of
MnO has been modelled for a wide range of temperatures (10–1100 K) by fitting neutron
powder diffraction data using the reverse Monte Carlo technique (RMC). This method allows
simultaneous and self-consistent fitting of Braggand diffuse scattering of both nuclear and
magnetic origin and so the fitted models contain information not only on long-range order
but also disorder. Results show that the method as applied to MnO produces models that give
correct values for different known physical properties so that prospects for modelling less simple
materials are good.

1. Introduction

Many crystalline materials have interesting properties, both scientifically and techno-
logically, which are related to detailed magnetic and crystalline structures on a local scale.
Recent advances in, for example, the so-called colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) perovskite
materials, indicate an intimate coupling of conduction properties to the local lattice and
spin structure [1]. However, most of the diffraction work on these and related materials
concentrates on the long-range time-averaged crystal and magnetic structures corresponding
to information in Bragg scattering. Only a few studies of the local order have been performed
and these have not simultaneously considered the atomicand magnetic scattering present.
The total scattering cross section,F(Q) ≡ dσ/d�, measured in a powder diffraction
experiment, includes both elastic (Bragg) scattering and energy-integrated inelastic (diffuse)
scattering. As a consequenceF(Q), being essentially the Fourier transform of the radial
distribution function,g(r) ≡ G(r, t = 0) and its magnetic counterpart, the spin–spin
correlation function〈µ(0)µ(r)〉, provides information not only on average structure but
also on the instantaneous picture of local distortions and fluctuations in the structure,
which is clearly of crucial importance in understanding CMR and similar effects. So,
if diffuse scattering is not considered then valuable information is lost. Results might even
be misleading since the presence of diffuse scattering unavoidably influences the fitting of
Bragg peaks [2]. In some cases integrated Bragg intensities could be overestimated by as
much as 25% because of this effect.

A general method for including the effect of static and dynamic disorder is provided
by the RMC technique [3]. The basic approach of this method is to fit the calculated total
scattering cross section of a model, typically consisting of several thousands of atoms, to
the experimental data, possibly from both neutron and x-ray diffraction, by a procedure
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analogous to Monte Carlo simulation. The model scattering cross section is obtained as the
Fourier transform of the radial distribution function computed for the model. Atoms are
moved randomly and after each trial move the resulting calculated cross section is compared
to experimental data. Moves are then accepted if the fit is improved, but to prevent trapping
in local minima other moves are also allowed with a certain probability. Because the
calculated cross section represents total scattering computed on an absolute scale suitable
data must be measured, i.e. with proper normalization and background corrections so that
no arbitrary or temperature dependent scaling parameters or offsets have to be invoked.
This, of course, implies that data have to be of good quality, but also that there is a very
strong consistency constraint on a fitted model. It must, at the same time, account for any
long- or medium-range order as well as correlations on a short length scale as revealed by
data. Originally designed for the study of liquids and amorphous materials, the method has
been developed and applied to materials with less disorder, and also for modelling magnetic
structure [3].

The present work was carried out as a test of a new RMC powder method, RMCPOW
[4, 5], which can be used to model both the atomic and magnetic local structure in powder
crystalline materials with the aim of studying for example polaron formation in CMR
materials. Such relatively well ordered systems have strong coherent scattering features even
at largeQ and there are serious truncation errors when using the standard RMC procedure,
involving the Fourier transform of the radial pair distribution functiong(r). In the RMC
powder method (RMCPOW) this is replaced by a direct calculation of the total structure
factor F(Q) taking full advantage of periodic boundary conditions. Another issue in the
analysis of diffraction data from CMR and similar materials is the treatment of magnetic
scattering from 3d ions. Whether this is manifested by structureless paramagnetic scattering,
well above the ordering temperature, or whether spins are correlated so that Bragg and/or
diffuse magnetic peaks are observed, it cannot be completely neglected. Fitting the diffuse
scattering on an absolute scale by inverse methods (i.e. modifying and Fourier transforming
a real space model) without considering the magnetic part can lead to spurious features
in the real space atomic structure. In the case of isotropic materials magnetic scattering
can be included in the RMC method using the formalism of Blech and Averbach [6, 7].
For crystalline materials this is not applicable so in order to treat magnetic scattering from
powder crystalline materials properly we also need to use a direct calculation ofF(Q).

It may be questioned as to why a method is being developed to model diffuse scattering
from powders, whereas single crystal data could in principle provide much more information
and with better signal-to-noise. In fact a similar method does exist for single crystal data [8]
(though not including magnetic scattering), but there are still technical problems associated
with its implementation and the results obtained so far (e.g. [9, 10]) have not been as
successful as those for powders. Partly these problems are due to the fact that single crystal
neutron diffraction instruments are not typically constructed appropriately for producing the
type of data required by RMC methods (in particular the incident wavelength is usually
too long, giving problems with inelastic scattering effects) and partly due to the difficulties
of absolutely correcting and normalizing single crystal data. It should also be noted that
often either suitable single crystals cannot be grown, or it is not possible to measure single
crystal patterns at a large enough number ofQ points and for a sufficient number of
samples/temperatures within a realistic time scale. Powder data, therefore, have practical
advantages.

MnO was chosen as a test system because of its well separated Bragg peaks and large
magnetic moment giving rise to huge amounts of magnetic diffuse scattering around the Néel
temperature,TN ≈ 120 K. Furthermore, the lattice and spin structure and dynamics have
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been well studied both by experiment and calculations [11–14] so that we can compare
the results of the new RMCPOW technique with those of other methods. Finally, from
direct inspection of the predominantly magnetic scattering at lowQ it is clear that spin
correlations persist up to at least 1100 K. It has been suggested that this feature is related
to some clustering of spins and that there might even be a phase transition from short-range
order to paramagnetic behaviour (i.e. completely uncorrelated spins) at≈3TN [15, 16]. We
believe that our results show that these spin correlations are not due to simple clustering
of nearly collinear spins but can be described in terms of large-amplitude correlated spin
oscillations.

2. Experiments

We have measured total structure factors,F(Q), for MnO using neutron powder diffraction
at the SLAD diffractometer at the Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory [17]. The SLAD
instrument is a medium-resolution diffractometer designed for the study of disordered
materials. It is equipped with a large array of position-sensitive detectors offering the
possibility of fast measurements with good signal-to-noise ratio over the entire scattering
angle range corresponding to scattering vectorsQ = 0.4 Å−1 to 10 Å−1. For studies of
diffuse magnetic scattering this property is obviously of particular importance at smallQ.
The sample was taken from a standard commercial batch of purity 99%. 5 g of powder
was loaded into a thin-walled vanadium can with a diameter of 8 mm. Data have been
obtained at 18 temperature points, ranging from 10–1100 K, using a commercial closed-
cycle refrigerator and a custom-built furnace. Standard corrections for absorption, multiple
scattering and inelasticity were applied using the CORRECT program [18]. Normalization
was performed using data from a vanadium rod. The inelasticity corrections were calculated
in the incoherent approximation, but since both phonon [12] and magnon [13] dispersions in
MnO are limited to quite low energies (<50 meV) and the energy of the incident neutrons
was 65 meV we expect this to be reasonably accurate.

Some examples of the experimentalF(Q) data are shown in figure 1. At 10 K the
magnetic and nuclear scattering intensity is mostly concentrated in the Bragg peaks and the
diffuse scattering is very weak. By magnifying the smallQ part (as in figure 1(b)) we can
see that the magnetic diffuse scattering is mainly confined to the neighbourhood of magnetic
Bragg peaks. With increasing temperature the magnetic intensity moves progressively into
the diffuse part and remains centred at Bragg positions. The spin disorder is thus clearly of
a correlated nature as expected from spin wave theory. AboveTN magnetic Bragg peaks are
absent but the diffuse part is still structured and approaches the limiting paramagnetic form
only at the highest temperature investigated, 1100 K. The nuclear diffuse scattering shows
a similar dependency with temperature to that which could be ascribed to the thermal
excitation of phonons. Nuclear Bragg peaks are of course present at all temperatures,
decreasing in intensity as nuclear diffuse scattering grows.

3. Calculations

The RMCPOW algorithm is based on calculation of the total neutron scattering cross section
for a mesh of points in reciprocal space [5]. This is done by making the model a supercell
of the crystal unit cell and applying periodic boundary conditions. Thus, model scattering
is described by the allowed reciprocal vectors of thesupercell. For a perfectly ordered
model contributions to the scattering will be non-zero only for the subset of Bragg peaks
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Figure 1. (a) ExperimentalF(Q) (full curves) for MnO at (top to bottom) 10, 500, 900 and
1100 K; the successive offset is 0.5. (b) The smallQ region shown on an expanded scale. Here
the offset is 0.2 and the temperature sequence is reversed for visibility. The paramagnetic form
factor, calculated withS = 2.37, is shown as a broken curve. As described in the text, this
would be the limiting high-temperature shape of magnetic scattering.

of the crystal cell. If atoms are displaced from their equilibrium crystal sites then intensity
will also appear in additional peaks, these effectively being the diffuse scattering of the
disordered model crystal. It should be pointed out that models correspond to instantaneous
pictures of the structure and therefore are not ‘unique’. What is important is that they
provide a physically consistent picture which isin agreement with real datain terms of the
fit to experimentalF(Q), but also that other properties are obtained correctly as we will
show later.

Formally, the diffuse part could be considered as originating from a Fourier expansion
in terms of plane waves propagating with wavevectors in the first Brillouin zone of the
crystal cell, of course limited in number by the multiplicity of crystal cells in the supercell,
and so it is possible to describe coupled atomic displacements or spin oscillations with this
construction, for example correlated harmonic vibrations. However, since we are moving
atoms individually the fitted configurations can also correspond to a non-harmonic spectrum
and contain multiphonon contributions or even isolated lattice distortions.

The crystal and ordered magnetic structures of MnO are shown in figure 2. The lattice
structure is of rock-salt type with a small rhombohedral distortion belowTN . Below TN
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Figure 2. The cubic unit cell of MnO. Mn atoms are depicted by the orientation of their spin
(↑) and oxygen by◦. Two pairs of anti-ferromagnetically coupled sheets are shown and the
full magnetic cell is obtained by doubling along each lattice edge. The Cartesian coordinate
system shown is that used for calculating the distribution of absolute spin orientations, as shown
in figure 7.

the magnetic structure is built up of alternating spin-up and spin-down layers. These are
perpendicular to the pseudo-cubic [111] direction with the magnetization easy-axis in one
of the 〈11̄0〉 directions within {111} planes [11]. For the purpose of setting up initial
configurations, lattice parameters and Debye–Waller factors were obtained by Rietveld
refinement of diffraction data. Starting lattice models were produced by applying Gaussian
distributed random displacements, given by the refined thermal factors, to the average lattice
positions at particular temperatures. In order to cope with the enlarged magnetic cell the
corresponding hexagonal unit cell of MnO, having 48 atoms, was used at all temperatures.
For simplicity this choice of crystal cell was also used in the RMCPOW calculations and
the models were built from (6×6×4) cells, containing 6912 atoms and 3456 spins. Linear
dimensions are, therefore, about 35Å within magnetic layers and 60̊A in perpendicular
direction. For a given crystal symmetry one could, in principle, introduce lattice parameter
refinement at each step in the RMCPOW algorithm. The change in terms of goodness-
of-fit are expected to be small compared to using fixed (supercell) lattice parameters; the
important difference compared to Rietveld refinement lies in computing the intensities, not
positions, of Bragg and diffuse peaks. Modelling was, therefore, performed with constant
supercell lattice parameters at each temperature. Data at all temperatures were modelled
using 20 000–100 000 trial atom moves and 10 000–30 000 spin rotations, after which no
significant improvement in fit was found. Given that the computing time for each move is
about 1.5 s, calculations for allT were performed in less than one week of CPU time using
a VAX4000 workstation.

4. Results

4.1. Lattice structure from nuclear scattering

For lower temperatures,T < 300 K, it was found that lattice diffuse scattering appeared to be
well reproduced by random displacements in initial configurations. At higher temperatures
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though, the average level systematically becomes too low, as might be expected because
thermal factors were determined without correcting the Bragg intensity for thermal diffuse
scattering. Also, the lack of correlated displacements in these initial models is reflected by
the monotonous increase withQ of the calculated diffuse scattering. An example is given
in figure 3; the broad diffuse features appearing under (nuclear) Bragg peaks are not present
in the calculated cross section. This is probably also the case at lower temperatures, but
here the diffuse peaks are so weak that they get lost under the Bragg peaks. After extensive
RMC fitting the average level was reproduced correctly and the models could also reproduce
diffuse peaks under Bragg peaks.
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Figure 3. ExperimentalF(Q) (full curves) together with those calculated from various models;
random displacement configuration (M) based on Rietveld refined thermal factors, harmonic
phonon displacements (◦) and the RMCPOW fitted configuration (�). Each pair of curves is
successively offset by 0.2.

As MnO is not expected to have any appreciable degree of static disorder diffuse
scattering presumably arises mainly because of excitation of coupled vibrations, i.e. phonons.
In order to verify this we have devised a simple model for dispersion of harmonic phonons
in MnO and calculated the scattering cross section from a model with atomic displacements
determined by such a spectrum. The exact solutions for longitudinal acoustic (−) and optic
(+) phonons with wavevectork along the cubic [100] direction are

ω̄2 = 2

(
2νL
a

)2
(MMn +M0)

2

4MMnM0

{
1±

√
1− 4MMnM0

(MMn +M0)2
sin2

(
ak

2

)}
.

Here,a is the cubic lattice constant andvL is the longitudinal velocity of sound. Expressions
for Mn and O atomic displacements are then given by these energies. The dispersion
relations were generalized into three degenerate branches each for acoustic and optical
phonons by replacinga in the expression above withπ/kD, wherekD ≈ 1.4 Å−1 is the
Debye wavevector cut-off. Phonon energies, and hence atomic displacements, were thus
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determined only by the observed lattice parameters and the velocity of sound. Keeping the
latter at 7200 m s−1 (deduced from an average over all directions of the phonon dispersion
curves of [12]) we obtained models having diffuse peaks similar to those observed in the
experimental data. Although the amplitude and shape of these peaks are approximately
correct the average levels are even lower than those of random configurations (see figure 3).
This is obviously due to anharmonic contributions becoming more important with increasing
temperature.

We have calculated the mean square atomic displacements,〈u2〉, of the various models
and the results are presented in figure 4. Here it can be seen that the general properties of
crystals with NaCl structure are reproduced by RMCPOW fitted configurations. AsT goes
to zero〈u2(Mn)〉 and〈u2(O)〉 do not vanish; their ratio approaches the ratio of the atomic
masses as expected for zero-point motion. At intermediate temperatures (300–600 K) there
is a linear dependence onT ; in this regime the particular property of NaCl structures, having
equal〈u2〉 for both atom types, is confirmed. Finally, at the highest temperatures there is an
extra non-linear contribution which is related to anharmonic vibrations. The latter property
is clearly seen when we compare with〈u2〉 of the harmonic model, for which the same low-
and intermediate-temperature behaviour is observed but at high temperature〈u2〉 maintains
linear dependence ofT . Note, that we do not propose this model phonon dispersion to be
the correct one for MnO. It merely serves to give a picture of what diffuse scattering would
look like in a reasonable phonon displaced configuration. The RMCPOW fitted models
also show a larger non-linear contribution than the Rietveld results (or equivalently: initial
random configurations), thus demonstrating that anharmonic effects are even larger than
expected from Rietveld refinement.
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Figure 4. Mean square displacements of Mn (open symbols as in figure 3) and O (full symbols)
atoms as a function of temperature for the various models shown in figure 3. The linear
temperature dependence in the harmonic model, and therefore its shortcoming, is clearly seen.
Non-linear contributions are seen to be even larger in the curves based on the RMCPOW fitted
configurations than for the random configurations created using Rietveld refined thermal factors,
showing that an enhanced degree of anharmonicity is obtained by also fitting diffuse scattering.
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4.2. Magnetic structure

Since we are computing the magnetic cross section using classical spins the first step in
setting up spin configurations was to find an appropriate value for the single-spin total
magnetic momentµ = |µ|. For a free Mn2+ ion, with a Land́e factorg = 2 and spin
Sf ree = 5/2, we haveµfree = g

√
Sf ree(Sf ree + 1) = 5.92 µB . Covalency effects on the

magnetic moment of Mn2+ in MnO have been estimated to reduce the value ofSf ree by 3.6%
so thatScov = 2.41 andµcov = 5.73 µB [14]. Considering the amplitude of the limiting
paramagnetic form-factor at high temperature we found that at 1100 K best agreement of
the small-Q data with a paramagnetic structure factor was obtained for a spinS = 2.37,
in fair agreement with the covalency reduction. Using this value, i.e.µ = 5.65 µB , we
obtained the correct amount of both Bragg and diffuse magnetic scattering throughout the
whole temperature range in the RMCPOW calculations, thus demonstrating that we do
indeed have good experimental data and a self-consistent modelling method.

According to spin wave theory [19] one can construct the ground state of a Heisenberg
antiferromagnet starting from the Néel state where all spins are aligned to some axis, say
z, having a maximum projection|Sz| = | ± S|. In addition, zero-temperature correlated
spin fluctuations will be present which further reduce〈Sz〉. For MnO this reduction has
been calculated to be of the order of 2.8% [14]. From Rietveld refinement of our data at
10 K we obtained〈Sz〉 = 2.28 for the average value of the projected spin, which indicates
a zero-point spin reduction of 3.8% when compared toS = 2.37, in reasonable agreement
with the calculation.

As a first attempt to create an initial spin model for the 10 K data we started from
a maximum projection configuration, i.e.Sz = +S for all spins on the spin-up sublattice
andSz = −S on the spin-down sublattice, where thez-axis is in the average spin direction
as given by Rietveld refinement. The azimuth angles (in the so definedxy-plane) were
chosen randomly. From figure 5 it can be deduced that this construction gives too much
paramagnetic character to the calculated diffuse scattering, in particular belowQ = 1 Å−1,
even compared to the data at 10 K. If some additional zero-point spin oscillations were
introduced in this configuration we do not expect this paramagnetic part to decrease, rather
some structured magnetic diffuse scattering would appear on top of this level and be centred
on the magnetic Bragg peaks, reducing the intensity of the latter. We believe that this
indicates that the deviations fromfull projection of spins (on the averagez-axis) take place
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F
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Figure 5. Detail of the experimental (full curve) and calculated (broken curve)F(Q) at 10 K
for a ‘maximum-projection’ model, as explained in the text.
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in a correlated way, although it might be an artefact because of the classical treatment of
spin orientations.

For the actual RMCPOW fit at 10 K we therefore started from the fully aligned state, i.e.
Sx = Sy = 0 andSz = ±

√
S(S + 1). By calculating the statistics of the spin orientations

in the fitted configuration, we found that〈Sz〉 = 2.26 so that this method also gives a
good limiting value for zero-point deviations, again only constrained by the fit to data.
This is, of course, related to the fit of the Bragg peaks but it is important to note also
that the diffuse model scattering comes out with correct level and shape (see figure 6).
Looking in more detail at the orientation of spins on one sublattice, relative to the average
magnetization axis, we see that the distribution (shown in figure 7) does not peak atSz = S,
(cosθ = 0.8), as expected from quantum mechanics. Instead a large fraction of the spins still
have almost fullz-axis projection but are balanced by equal amounts of spins having large
off-z-axis orientations, giving the expected〈Sz〉 value. Clearly this comes about because of
using classical spins, but we believe that there is nevertheless important information on the
correlation of spin orientations. If we consider the projection of the spins onto the plane
perpendicular to this axis we find that the distribution as a function of the azimuth angle
in the plane,φ, is almost uniform so that there is no anisotropy about the average spin
axis. This property would, of course, also be observed in a spin configuration with random
azimuth angles, but as seen in figure 5 this would not give diffuse peaks.
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Figure 6. Experimental (full curve) and RMCPOW fittedF(Q) (broken curve) at 10 K, together
with the difference (lower curve). The inset shows the diffuse part at smallQ on an expanded
scale.

At higher temperatures the fitted magnetic diffuse scattering continues to agree well
with the experimental data although it appears to be somewhat oscillatory since the most
intense magnetic scattering is now seen at low-Q where the linear density of reciprocal
vectors is small. Fitted spin configurations were successively used as starting points for the
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Figure 7. The distribution of spin orientations relative to the original spin-up axis at 10 K (�),
100 K (◦) and 1100 K (M). Intermediate temperature distributions (120–1000 K) appear almost
as featureless as that at 1100 K (see figure 8 and the text).

next higher temperature. In figure 7 it can be seen that the spin orientations, relative to
the original magnetization axis, are rapidly approaching a uniform distribution aboveTN .
Now, each spin has six nearest neighbours on the same sublattice at a distance of∼3.1 Å,
ferromagnetically aligned atT = 0 K, and six on the other sublattice, anti-ferromagnetically
aligned. Next nearest neighbours are all on the other, anti-parallel, sublattice separated by
∼4.4 Å. To quantify the deviations from this arrangement at non-zero temperatures we
have calculated the average cosine of the spin–spin relative orientations,〈cosθr〉, for the
neighbour distances mentioned earlier, resolved into spin pairs that are originally parallel
or anti-parallel (as defined atT = 0). As can be seen in figure 8,〈cosθr〉 shows the
expected decrease atTN , indicating the loss of long-range order. More importantly we find
that the〈cosθr〉 values do not vanish aboveTN but remain non-zero all the way up to
1100 K. The originally parallel nearest neighbour spins even show an average anti-parallel
arrangement just aboveTN . A possible explanation for this behaviour could be related to
the fact that the exchange interaction parametersJ

p

1 and J a1 for parallel and anti-parallel
nearest neighbours, respectively, are both negative and almost equal [14] since both types
of neighbours are roughly at the same distance. At low temperature the frustration created
by this situation is relaxed by rhombohedral distortion so thatJ

p

1 < Ja1 and the spins can be
almost fully ordered. By increasing temperature above the transition point makes it possible
to have a small net anti-parallel arrangement of all nearest neighbours without any lattice
distortion. Next nearest neighbours are all on the other sublattice so that such pairs, with
J2 also negative, apparently can have a relatively larger anti-parallel correlation at each
temperature.

Another interesting property of the fitted spin configurations is that Bragg and diffuse
magnetic scattering appear to depend on atomic displacements only through their mean
square values at all temperatures. If the cross section calculation is repeated with the fitted
spin configuration and new atomic configuration with random displacements based on mean
square displacements in the fitted atomic configuration, then the new magnetic diffuse cross
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Figure 8. Average relative orientation of spins for some of the first neighbour distances; parallel
(as defined at zero temperature) (N) and antiparallel (•) neighbours at 3.1̊A and antiparallel
neighbours (�) at 4.4Å.

section is virtually identical to the previous one without further fitting. Consequently, there
is no strong coupling of lattice and spin fluctuations in the fitted configurations, as anticipated
for this fairly localized system. Finally, as also expected, the calculated magnetic Bragg
intensities were found to decrease with the same Debye–Waller factor as for Mn nuclear
scattering.

5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the RMC powder technique can reproduce experimental
diffraction data for MnO over a wide temperature region and that the resulting configurations
are consistent with known properties such as Debye–Waller (D–W) factors, zero-temperature
atom and spin deviations etc. Given this good agreement with known properties we believe
that the models must also contain realistic information on properties less well known, for
example, information on the spatial arrangement of thermally disordered spins actually looks
like in a real material, going beyond linear spin wave theory. The prospects for modelling
more complicated structures should also be good.

In the present case of MnO we find that our results do not support the cluster picture
where spins remain locally almost completely aligned aboveTN . Nor can we find any
evidence for a short-range phase transition; local correlations seem to disappear smoothly
as a function of temperature. We also claim that spin deviations in MnO from full projection
onto the average spin axis take place as zero-point correlated spin fluctuations. BelowTN
one can certainly ascribe the observed magnetic diffuse scattering to the presence of magnons
and we also believe that the high-temperature results are mostly due to large-amplitude
correlated spin waves.
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